Signals used at Laser Europa Cup Races

Warning Signals

BLACK

U

AP
1

Normal preparatory signal. A boat
over the line at the start can
return through the line or will be
scored OCS
The Round-an-End Rule 30.1 will
be in effect. A boat over the line
during the minute before the start
must sail to the pre-start side of
the line around either end before
starting, or they will be scored
OCS
A boat within the triangle formed
by the ends of the line and the
first mark during the minute
before the start will be scored
OCS without hearing.
Black Flag Rule 30.3. A boat
within the triangle formed by the
ends of the line and the first mark
during the minute before the start
will be scored BFD.

The Answering Pennant (AP) with
or without a numerical pennant is
used to indicate a postponed
race. A numerical pennant below
the AP denotes the time, in hours,
of the race postponement. Here
Nr 1.

AP
A

Races not yet started are
postponed. No more racing today.
(A like Abandoned)

AP
H

Races not yet started are
postponed. More information
ashore.
(H like Home)

V

X

General recall.
All boats are to return and
then a new start sequence
will begin.

Sub

Postponement Signals
AP

With P or I preparatory. One
or more boats did not start
correctly and must return
back and do a proper start.

1st

Preparatoy Signals

I

Meaning

Recall Signals
Laser flags for Standard, Radial
and Laser 4.7 Classes. When
groups are allocated, an
additional flag is displayed,
yellow, blue, red or green.

P

Flag Signal

Lowered

Meaning

Displayed

Sound

Lowered

Flag Signal

Displayed

Sound

On shore Signal. No boats has to
go afloat until “V” is lowered.

Shortening Course, a new finish line
When ‘S’ displayed at a line,
the finish is that line. When
displayed at a gate the finish
is between the gate marks.

S
Abandonment Signals

N

The race is abandoned.
Return to starting area for a
new start. The first warning
signal will be made 1 minute
after N is removed.

N
A

All races are abandoned. No
more racing today.

N
H

All races are abandoned.
More information ashore.

Other Signals
Afloat means: Come within
hail or follow this boat.
Ashore means: A notice to
competitors has been
posted.

L

M

BLUE

G

Many

A boat displaying this signal
replaces a missing mark.
When displayed the race
committee boat is in position
at the finishing line.
When displayed the race
committee boat means a
third race will be sailed.

